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EFFECTS OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY (LLLT) ON BONE REPAIR IN RATS: OPTICAL DENSITOMETRY ANALYSIS

Danillo Barbosa, Renato Aparecido de Souza, Murilo Xavier, Fabiano Fernandes da Silva, Emilia Angela Loschiavo Arisawa, Antonio Guillermo Jose Balbin Villaverde Instituto de Engenharia Biomédica, Universidade Camilo Castelo Branco, UNICASTELO, Rodovia BR-116, 12247-004, São José dos Campos, São Paulo, Brazil.

ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to evaluate the process of bone repair in rats submitted to low-level laser therapy using optical densitometry. A total of 45 rats which underwent femoral osteotomy were randomly distributed into three groups: control (group I) and laser-treated groups using wavelengths in the red ($\lambda$, 660-690 nm) and in the infrared ($\lambda$, 790-830 nm) spectra (group II and group III, respectively). The animals (five per group) were killed after 7, 14, and 21 days and the femurs were removed for optical densitometry analysis. Optical density showed a significant increase in the degree of mineralization (gray level) in both groups treated with the laser after 7 days. After 14 days, only the group treated with laser therapy in the infrared spectrum showed higher bone density. No differences were observed between groups after 21 days. Such results suggest the positive effect of low-level laser therapy in bone repair is time- and wavelength-dependent. In addition, our results have confirmed that optical densitometry technique can measure bone mineralization status.


EFFECT OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY AND AUTOGENOUS BONE GRAFT ON BONE REGENERATION IN THE TREATMENT OF TWO WALL AND THREE WALL INTRABONY PERIODONTAL DEFECTS: A CLINICAL STUDY

Mehrnaz Sadighi, Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, dental faculty

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Intrabony lesions caused by periodontal disease are of particular importance in terms of treatment. Such lesions have been treated with different methods including the use of autogenous bone harvested or allogeneic grafts, guided tissue regeneration (GTR) and enamel matrix proteins use (EMP) or a combination of these methods. Recently, the use of low power laser or Low-level laser therapy (LLLT) as one of the new methods to improve bone repair has been of great interest. The purpose of this study was to compare the use of autogenous bone alone and in combination with Low-level laser therapy (LLLT) in the treatment of two and three wall periodontal intrabony defects in vivo.

MATERIAL AND METHODS: A number of 14 patients with moderate to severe chronic periodontitis were included. In a split mouth study, 14 defects were treated in one side by OFD and autogenous bone while in the contralateral side Low-level laser therapy was done as an adjunct treatment to the OFD and autogenous bone grafting. A GaAlAs diode laser (830 nm) (continuous wave 40 Mw and fluence 4 J/cm2 with total energy density of 16 J/cm2) was used. Laser therapy was repeated at days 3, 5 and 7 with the same parameters. Re-entry surgeries were done after 3 months. Clinical probing pocket depth, clinical attachment level, gingival margin level, alveolar crest level and the deepest part of the defect all were recorded relative to an acrylic stent at baseline and after 3 months. Intrabony defect depth was also recorded at baseline and after 3 months.
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RESULTS: Application of a low level laser with the parameters listed reduced probing depth (3.78 ± 0.72 mm vs. 2.39 ± 1.02 mm), improved the clinical attachment level (3.42 ± 0.93 mm vs. 2.25 ± 1.12 mm), reduced the distance between deepest part of the defect to stent (3.21 ± 1.03 mm vs. 1.44 ± 0.20 mm) and also reduced defect depth (1.33 ± 0.18 mm versus 2.50 ± 0.91 mm) significantly when compared to control group, while it had no significant effect on gingival margin level and alveolar crest level.

CONCLUSION: The results of this study suggest the use of low level laser therapy in combination with autogenous bone can improve the periodontal treatment outcome in terms of probing depth reduction, clinical attachment level improvement and reduction of the defect depth.

USE OF LOW-INTENSITY LASER IRRADIATION IN IMPLANT DENTISTRY

Hristina Lalabonova
Department of Maxillofacial Surgery
Faculty of Dentistry, Medical University, Plovdiv, Bulgaria

ABSTRACT

The stability of dental implants is of great significance for successful osseointegration. The long-term retention of implants, however, depends on how strongly the epithelial and connective tissues adhere to its titanium surface, that is, on how efficiently the soft tissues seal the bone protecting it from the oral bacterial flora. The aim of the present study was to develop a technique that uses low-intensity laser irradiation to stimulate the growth of healthy peri-implant mucosa. The study yielded very good results.

EFFECT OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY ON INCORPORATION OF BLOCK ALLOGRAFTS

Renato Valiati1,2, Jefferson Viapiana Paes1,2, Aury Nunes de Morais3, Aldo Gava3, Michelle Agostini1, Anelise Viapiana Masiero1, Marilia Gerhardt de Oliveira4, Rogério Miranda Pagnoccelli5
1School of Dentistry, Universidade do Planalto Catarinense (UNIPLAC), Lages, Brazil; 2School of Dentistry, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUC-RS), Porto Alegre, Brazil; 3Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina (UDESC), Lages, Brazil; 4Oral and maxillofacial surgery department, PUC-RS, Porto Alegre, Brazil; 5Dental surgery department, PUC-RS, Porto Alegre, Brazil.

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To assess the effect of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) on the incorporation of deep-frozen block allografts in a rabbit model.

BACKGROUND DATA: Studies have shown that LLLT has beneficial effects on tissue repair and new bone formation.

METHODS: Bone tissue was harvested from two rabbits, processed by deep-freezing and grated into the calvaria of 12 animals, which were then randomly allocated into two groups: experimental (L) and control (C). Rabbits in group L were irradiated with an aluminum gallium arsenide diode laser (AlGaAs; wavelength 830 nm, 4 J/cm2), applied to four sites on the calvaria, for a total dose of 16 J/cm2 per session. The total treatment dose after eight sessions was 128 J/cm2. Animals were euthanized at 35 (n = 6) or 70 days (n = 6) postoperatively.

RESULTS: Deep-freeze-processed block allografts followed by LLLT showed incorporation at the graft-host interface in both groups.
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Interface, moderate bone remodeling, partial filling of osteocyte lacunae, less inflammatory infiltrate in the early postoperative period, and higher collagen deposition than the control group.

**CONCLUSION:** Optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy showed that allograft bone processed by deep-freezing plus LLLT is suitable as an alternative for the treatment of bone defects. Use of the deep-freezing method for processing of bone grafts preserves the structural and osteoinductive characteristics of bone tissue.
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SRP plus laser, and the control group only received SRP. The clinical evaluation included periodontal pocket depth (PPD), clinical attachment loss (CAL), plaque index (PI), modified gingival index (MGI), and gingival recession (GR), were taken at baseline and at 3 months. Transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF β1) was screened by sampling gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) at baseline and at 1, 2, 3, and 4 weeks after treatment.

RESULTS: Showed a significant decrease of PPD and CAL in favor of laser group. PI, MGI, and GR showed no significant difference between both groups. TGF β1 mean percentage showed a significant steady decrease in the laser group.

CONCLUSION: Low power laser parameters in this clinical trial can be used as an adjunct to SRP in treatment of mild to moderate AgP.
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THE EFFECT OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY AS AN ADJUNCT TO NON-SURGICAL PERIODONTAL TREATMENT

Gokce Aykol, Ulku Baser, Ilay Maden, Zafer Kazak, Utku Onan, Sevda Tanrikulu-Kucuk, Evin Ademoglu, Halim Issiever, § and Funda Yalcin
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) as an adjunct to non-surgical periodontal therapy of smoking and non-smoking patients with moderate to advanced chronic periodontitis.

METHODS: All 36 systemically healthy patients who were included in the study initially received non-surgical periodontal therapy. The LLLT group (n = 18) received GaAlAs diode laser therapy as an adjunct to non-surgical periodontal therapy. A diode laser with a wavelength of 808 nm was used for the LLLT. Energy density of 4 J/cm2 was applied to the gingival surface after periodontal treatment on the first, second, and seventh days. Each of the LLLT and control groups was divided into two groups as smoking and non-smoking patients to investigate the effect of smoking on treatment. Gingival crevicular fluid samples were collected from all patients and clinical parameters were recorded on baseline, the first, third, and sixth months after treatment. Matrixmetalloproteinase-1, tissue inhibitor matrix metalloproteinase-1, transforming growth factor-b1, and basic-fibroblast growth factor levels in the collected gingival crevicular fluid were measured.

RESULTS: The primary outcome variable in this study was change in gingival bleeding and inflammation. At all time points, the LLLT group showed significantly more improvement in sulcus bleeding index (SBI), clinical attachment level, and probing depth (PD) levels compared to the control group (P <0.001). There were clinically significant improvements in the laser-applied smokers’ PD and SBI levels compared to smokers to whom a laser was not applied, between the baseline and all time points (P <0.001) (SBI score: control group 1.12, LLLT group 1.49; PD: control group 1.21 mm, LLLT group 1.46 mm, between baseline and 6 months). Transforming growth factor-b1 levels and the ratio of matrix metalloproteinase-1 to tissue inhibitor matrix metalloproteinase-1 decreased significantly in both groups at 1, 3, and 6 months after periodontal therapy (P <0.001). Basic-fibroblast growth factor levels significantly decreased in both groups in the first month after the treatment, then increased in the third and sixth months (P <0.005). Nomarker level change showed significant differences between the groups (P <0.05).

CONCLUSION: LLLT as an adjunctive therapy to non-surgical periodontal treatment improves periodontal healing.
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EFFECT OF LASER THERAPY ON ATTACHMENT, PROLIFERATION AND DIFFERENTIATION OF HUMAN OSTEOBLAST-LIKE CELLS CULTURED ON TITANIUM IMPLANT MATERIAL
Maawan Khadraa,* Ståle P. Lyngstadaasb, Hans R. Haanæsa, Kamal Mustafac
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this in vitro study was to investigate the effect of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) on the attachment, proliferation, differentiation and production of transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) by human osteoblast-like cells (HOB). Cells derived from human mandibular bone were exposed to GaAlAs diode laser at dosages of 1.5 or 3 J/cm² and then seeded onto titanium discs. Nonirradiated cultures served as controls. After 1, 3 and 24 h, cells were stained and the attached cells were counted under a light microscope. In order to investigate the effect of LLLT on cell proliferation after 48, 72 and 96 h, cells were cultured on titanium specimens for 24 h and then exposed to laser irradiation for three consecutive days. Specific alkaline phosphatase activity and the ability of the cells to synthesize osteocalcin after 10 days were investigated using p-nitrophenylphosphate as a substrate and the ELISA-OST-NAT immunoradiometric kit, respectively. Cellular production of TGF-β1 was measured by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), using commercially available kits. LLLT significantly enhanced cellular attachment (P<0.05). Greater cell proliferation in the irradiated groups was observed first after 96 h. Osteocalcin synthesis and TGF-β1 production were significantly greater (P<0.05) on the samples exposed to 3 J/cm². However, alkaline phosphatase activity did not differ significantly among the three groups. These results showed that in response to LLLT, HOB cultured on titanium implant material had a tendency towards increased cellular attachment, proliferation, differentiation and production of TGF-β1, indicating that in vitro LLLT can modulate the activity of cells and tissues surrounding implant material.

© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

EFFECT OF LOW-LEVEL LASER ON GUIDED TISSUE REGENERATION PERFORMED WITH EQUINE BONE AND MEMBRANE IN THE TREATMENT OF INTRABONY DEFECTS: A CLINICAL STUDY
Emrem Doğan G1, Demir T, Orbak R.

ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE: The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the clinical results of guided tissue regeneration (GTR) after the application of equine bone and membrane alone or combined with low-level laser therapy (LLLT) for the treatment of periodontal defects.
MATERIAL AND METHODS: This study was an intra-individual longitudinal study of 6 months’ duration conducted using a split-mouth and randomized design. In 13 periodontitis patients with bilateral intrabony periodontal defects, while one defect site was treated with GTR plus LLLT (1064 nm, 100 mW, with energy density of 4 J/cm²), the contralateral defect site was treated with guided GTR alone. GTR was performed with a combination of equine
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bone and membrane. LLLT was used both intra- and postoperatively. Clinical probing depth (PPD), clinical attachment level (CAL), clinical gingival recession level (REC), plaque index (PI) score, and sulcus bleeding index (SBI) score were recorded at the time of surgery, and at the 3rd and 6th months after operation.

RESULTS: The treatment of periodontal intrabony defects with equine bone and membrane in the operation of GTR alone or GTR plus LLLT in combination led to statistically significant PPD reduction, CAL gain, and lower SBI score at the end of the study (p<0.05). In addition, between the two groups, GTR plus LLLT resulted in statistically significant lower REC (p=0.025), lower SBI (p=0.008) score, more reduction of PPD (p=0.009) and CAL gain (p=0.002) compared with GTR alone at 6th month control.

CONCLUSIONS: This study showed that GTR is an effective treatment for periodontal regeneration, and that LLLT may improve the effects of GTR in the treatment of periodontal defects.

Khadra et al • Accepted 25 March 2003 • Copyright © Blackwell Munksgaard 2004

LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY STIMULATES BONE-IMPLANT INTERACTION: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN RABBITS

Maawan Khadra,1 Hans J. Rnold,2 Ståle P. Lyngstadaas,3 Jan E. Ellingsen,2 Hans R. Haanæs 1 1 Department of Oral Surgery and Oral Medicine, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway. 2Department of Prosthodontics and Oral Function, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway 3Oral Research Laboratory, Faculty of Dentistry, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT

The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) with a gallium-aluminium-arsenide (GaAlAs) diode laser device on titanium implant healing and attachment in bone. This study was performed as an animal trial of 8 weeks duration with a blinded, placebo-controlled design. Two coin-shaped titanium implants with a diameter of 6.25mm and a height of 1.95mm were implanted into cortical bone in each proximal tibia of twelve New Zealand white female rabbits (n=48). The animals were randomly divided into irradiated and control groups. The LLLT was used immediately after surgery and carried out daily for 10 consecutive days. The animals were killed after 8 weeks of healing. The mechanical strength of the attachment between the bone and 44 titanium implants was evaluated using a tensile pullout test. Histomorphometrical analysis of the four implants left in place from four rabbits was then performed. Energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis was applied for analyses of calcium and phosphorus on the implant test surface after the tensile test. The mean tensile forces, measured in Newton, of the irradiated implants and controls were 14.35 (SD74.98) and 10.27 (SD4.38), respectively, suggesting a gain in functional attachment at 8 weeks following LLLT (P<0.013). The histomorphometrical evaluation suggested that the irradiated group had more bone-to-implant contact than the controls. The weight percentages of calcium and phosphorus were significantly higher in the irradiated group when compared to the controls (P<0.037) and (P<0.034), respectively, suggesting that bone maturation processed faster in irradiated bone. These findings suggest that LLLT might have a favourable effect on healing and attachment of titanium implants.
FIVE-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF LASER-ASSISTED PERIODONTAL THERAPY

Edward R. Kusek, DDS | Amanda J. Kusek, RDH | E. Alex Kusek

ABSTRACT

The use of dental lasers for the treatment of periodontal disease is accepted in some areas of dentistry, while in others it is thought to be antidotal therapy. This article seeks to show that laser-assisted periodontal therapy is a viable, noninvasive method for treating periodontal disease. Periodontal disease is a chronic inflammatory disease caused by a bacterial infection. For this reason, the bactericidal and detoxifying effects of laser treatment are advantageous in periodontal therapy. The effectiveness of this therapy involves suppressing certain bacteria such as Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, an invasive bacterium associated with aggressive forms of periodontal disease that cannot be treated readily with conventional scaling and root planing (SRP). This bacterium is present on diseased root surfaces; as a result, it can invade the adjacent soft tissues as well, making removal by mechanical instrumentation difficult. It is impossible to achieve success with traditional periodontal methods of treatment due to the great difficulty in terms of completely removing bacterial deposits and their endotoxins from deep areas of periodontal pockets. In addition, antibiotics that are used to prevent bacterial colonization after periodontal treatment help to increase the resistance of the microorganism. According to the literature, using diode lasers in conjunction with SRP accelerates and enhances wound healing, making it more comfortable, while decreasing gingival bleeding, inflammation, and pocket depths. A 2002 position paper from the American Academy of Periodontology stated that gingival curettage consistently fails to provide any advantage in treating chronic periodontitis compared to SRP alone. The current article challenges this assertion by describing a five-year retrospective study that shows how laser technology made a consistent difference in the health of chronic periodontal patients. It is the authors’ opinion that the biofilm attaches to the inner lining of the epithelium and bony walls exposed to the bacteria. That biofilm will continue to destroy sulcular and junctional epithelium if it is not eliminated.

LOW-LEVEL LASERS AS AN ADJUNCT IN PERIODONTAL THERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS

Radmila Obradović, Ph.D.,1 Ljiljana Kesić, Ph.D.,1 Dragan Mihailović, Ph.D.,2 Goran Jovanović, Ph.D.,3 Slobodan Antić, Ph.D.,4 and Zlata Brkić, Ph.D.5
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Diabetes mellitus (DM) increases the risk of periodontitis, and severe periodontitis often coexists with severe DM. The proposed dual pathway of tissue destruction suggests that control of chronic periodontal infection and gingival inflammation is essential for achieving long-term control of DM. The purpose this study is to evaluate the effects of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) by exfoliative cytology in patients with DM and gingival inflammation.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS: Three hundred patients were divided in three equal groups: Group 1 consisted of patients with periodontitis and type 1 DM, Group 2 of patients with periodontitis and type 2 DM, and Group 3 of...
patients with periodontitis (control group). After oral examination, smears were taken from gingival tissue, and afterward all of the patients received oral hygiene instructions, removal of dental plaque, and full-mouth scaling and root planing. A split-mouth design was applied; on the right side of jaws GaAlAs LLLT (670 nm, 5mW, 14 min/day) (model Milis 94; Optica Laser, Sofia, Bulgaria) was applied for five consecutive days. After the therapy was completed, smears from both sides of jaws were taken. The morphometric analysis was done using the National Institutes of Health Image software program and a model NU2 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany).

RESULTS: Investigated parameters were significantly lower after therapy compared with values before therapy. After therapy on the side subjected to LLLT, there was no significantly difference between patients with DM and the control group.

CONCLUSIONS: It can be concluded that LLLT as an adjunct in periodontal therapy reduces gingival inflammation in patients with DM and periodontitis.

journ of dentistry 39 (2011) 249 – 254. Received 25 November 2010, Received in revised form, 21 December 2010, Accepted 7 January 2011

CLINICAL EVALUATION OF ER,C R: YSGG AND GAALAS LASER THERAPY FOR TREATING DENTINE HYPERSENSITIVITY: A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL

Hasan Guney Yilmaz a,*, Sevcan Kurtulmus-Yilmaz b, Esra Cengiz c, Hakan Bayindir a, Yasar Aykac d a Department of Periodontology, Faculty of Dentistry, Near East University, Mersin 10, Turkey b Department of Prosthodontics, Faculty of Dentistry, Near East University, Mersin 10, Turkey c Department of Endodontics and Restorative Dentistry, Faculty of Dentistry, Near East University, Mersin 10, Turkey d Department of Periodontology, Faculty of Dentistry, Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey *Corresponding author. Tel.: +90 5338328433; fax: +90 3926802025. E-mail address: dr.hguneyyilmaz@gmail.com (H.G. Yilmaz).

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: The advent of dental lasers has raised another possible treatment option for dentine hypersensitivity (DH) and has become a research interest in the last decades. The aim of this randomized, controlled, double-blind, split mouth, clinical study was to evaluate and compare the desensitizing effects of erbium, chromium-doped:yttrium, scandium, gallium and garnet (Er,Cr:YSGG) to gallium–aluminium–arsenide (GaAlAs) laser on DH.

METHODS: Fifty-one patients participated in this study for a total of 174 teeth. DH was assessed for all groups with a visual analog scale. For each patient, the teeth were randomized to three groups. In the diode laser group, sensitive teeth were irradiated with the GaAlAs laser at 8.5 J/cm² energy density. In the Er,Cr:YSGG laser group, sensitive teeth were irradiated with Er,Cr:YSGG laser in the hard tissue mode using a none-contact probe at an energy level of 0.25W and repetition rate of 20 Hz, 0% water and 10% air. In the control group no treatment was performed. Treatment time was 60 s for GaAlAs laser and 30 s for Er,Cr:YSGG laser.

RESULTS: When compared with the control group and baseline data, in both laser groups, laser irradiation provided a desensitizing effect immediately after treatment and this effect was maintained throughout the study (p < 0.05). No significant differences between Er,Cr:YSGG and GaAlAs laser groups were found at any follow-up examination (p > 0.05).

CONCLUSION: Based on these findings, it may be concluded that both Er,Cr:YSGG and GaAlAs lasers were effective in the treatment of DH following a single application. ©2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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CLINICAL STUDY OF THE GINGIVA HEALING AFTER GINGIVECTOMY AND LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY

José Cláudio Faria Amorim, M.Sc.,1 Geraldo Roberto de Sousa, M.Sc.,1 Lívio de Barros Silveira, M.Sc.,1 Renato Araújo Prates, M.Sc.,2 Marcos Pinotti, Ph.D.,1 and Martha Simões Ribeiro, Ph.D.2

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, Pampulha, Belo Horizonte, Brazil. 2Center for Lasers and Applications, Cidade Universitária, São Paulo, Brazil.

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to investigate gingival healing after gingivectomy and adjunctive use of low-level laser therapy (LLLT).

BACKGROUND DATA: LLLT has been used in animal experiments to examine the influence of laser radiation on the wound healing process since the 1960s. However, clinical trials in dentistry are scarce, and most of them refer to treatment after extraction of the third molars, with only a few reports in the area of periodontics.

METHODS: Twenty patients with periodontal disease were selected, and treatment was planned for gingivectomy to bilateral maxillary and mandibular premolar teeth. After surgery, one side was submitted to LLLT using a 685-nm wavelength, output power of 50 mW, and energy density of 4 J/cm². The other side was used as the control and did not receive laser irradiation. Healing was evaluated, clinically and biometrically, immediately post-surgery and at days 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, and 35. Results were submitted to statistical analysis.

RESULTS: Biometrical evaluation indicated a significant improvement in healing for the laser group at 21 and 28 days. Clinical evaluation showed better repair for the laser group, mainly after the third day.

CONCLUSION: LLLT was an effective adjunctive treatment that appeared to promote healing following gingivectomy.

EFFECTIVENESS OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN TEMPOROMANDIBULAR DISORDER

Sevinc Kulekcioglu1, Koncuy Sivrioglu1, Orhan Ozcan1, and Muñif Parlak2

1Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 2Department of Radiology, Uludag University School of Medicine, Bursa, Turkey

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To investigate the effectiveness of low-level laser therapy in the treatment of temporomandibular disorder and to compare treatment effects in myogenic and arthrogenic cases.

METHODS: Thirty-five patients were evaluated by magnetic resonance imaging and randomly allocated to active treatment (n=20) and placebo treatment (n=15) groups. In addition to a daily exercise program, all patients were treated with fifteen sessions of low-level laser therapy. Pain, joint motion, number of joint sounds and tender points were assessed.

RESULTS: Significant reduction in pain was observed in both active and placebo treatment groups. Active and passive maximum mouth opening, lateral motion, number of tender points were significantly improved only in the active treatment group. Treatment effects in myogenic and arthrogenic cases were similar.

CONCLUSION: Low-level laser therapy can be considered as an alternative physical modality in the management of temporomandibular disorder.
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A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE BLIND CLINICAL STUDY ON THE EFFICACY OF LOW LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN REDUCING PAIN AFTER SIMPLE THIRD MOLAR EXTRACTION

Neveen Abou El-Soud, Hanaa El Shenawy
Complementary Medicine Department and Oral Surgery & Medicine Department, National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt

ABSTRACT

AIM: The aim of this clinical study was to test the efficacy of Low level laser therapy (LLLT) in controlling post-operative pain after simple third molar extraction in a double blind, randomized placebo control study.

MATERIAL AND METHODS: Sixty healthy adults undergoing simple third molar extraction under local anesthesia (2% lidocaine with epinephrine 1:80,000) were selected in the study. 30 patients received a soft laser with an 870 nm wavelength applied intra-orally from a distance of 1 cm for 10 minutes after extraction procedure. The energy output was 4 J/cm², with constant power density of 50 mW. Laser treatment was simulated in the other 30 patients. Patients were instructed to evaluate their postoperative pain throughout 7 days after extraction using a visual analogue scale (VAS).

RESULTS: Results showed that the pain level in the laser group was lower than in the placebo group throughout the 7 day follow up period. The differences were significant starting from second postoperative day and continue all through the 7 day follow up period (Mann-Whitney U-test, p<0.05).

CONCLUSION: We suggest that the use of low power laser irradiation is a promising therapy in reducing the post-operative pain after third molars extraction.
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PAIN REDUCTION USING LOW LEVEL LASER IRRADIATION IN SINGLE-VISIT ENDODONTIC TREATMENT

Mohammad Asnaashari1, Shadi Mohebi 2, Payam Paymanpour 3
1 School of Dentistry, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran
2 Laser Center of School of Dentistry, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran
3 Department of Endodontics, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Post-endodontic treatment pain is a relatively common condition which needs analgesics for patient’s pain relief. Low-level laser therapy (LLLT) is suggested as a non-pharmacological and non-invasive treatment for dealing with painful conditions. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the pain relief effect of LLLT after endodontic treatment.

METHODS: Eighty patients randomly received either LLLT (n=40), or placebo laser (n=40) after the completion of endodontic treatment for their first permanent upper or lower molars. In the laser group, the patients received a single course of low level laser therapy (Whitening Lase II- Laser DMC, Samsung, Korea) for 80 second (a dose = 70 J/cm²) per tooth. Intensity of post treatment pain was recorded using a questionnaire (The McGill Pain Questionnaire) and a numeric rating scale (Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)) at 4, 8, 12, 24, and 48 hours. VAS is a 10 cm line with “no pain” at one end, and “worst pain imaginable” at the other end. This method makes it possible to quantify pain levels. T-test and Chi-square test were used for data statistical analyses.

RESULTS: Compared to the placebo group, post-endodontic pain was significantly reduced in LLLT group at 4, 8, 12, and 48 hours (P<0.05). But the difference between the two groups was not significant at 24 hours after endodontic treatment (P>0.05).
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CONCLUSION: Regarding the significant pain reduction in LLLT group at 4, 8, 12, and 48 hours after endodontic treatment, LLLT seems to be an effective and nonpharmacological approach for the reduction of post-endodontic treatment pain.


EFFICACY OF LOW LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN REDUCING POSTOPERATIVE PAIN AFTER ENDODONTIC SURGERY – A RANDOMIZED DOUBLE BLIND CLINICAL STUDY

M. B. Kreisler1, H. Al Haj1, N. Noroozi1, B. Willershausen2, B. d’Hoedt1 1Department of Oral Surgery, 2Department of Operative Dentistry, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Augustusplatz 2, 55131 Mainz, Germany

ABSTRACT
The aim of the study was to evaluate the effect of low level laser application on postoperative pain after endodontic surgery in a double blind, randomized clinical study. Fifty-two healthy adults undergoing endodontic surgery were included into the study. Subsequently to suturing, 26 patients had the operation site treated with an 809 nm-GaAlAs-laser (oralaser voxx, Oralia GmbH, Konstanz, Germany) at a power output of 50 mW and an irradiation time of 150 s. Laser treatment was simulated in further 26 patients. Patients were instructed to evaluate their postoperative pain on 7 days after surgery by means of a visual analogue scale (VAS). The results revealed that the pain level in the laser group was lower than in the placebo group throughout the 7 day follow-up period. The differences, however, were significant only on the first postoperative day (Mann–Whitney U-test, P<0.05). Low level laser therapy can be beneficial for the reduction of postoperative pain. Its clinical efficiency and applicability with regard to endodontic surgery, however, require further investigation. This is in particular true for the optimal energy dosage and the number of laser treatments needed after surgery.


IN-OFFICE TREATMENT FOR DENTAL HYPERSONSITIVITY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND NETWORK META-ANALYSIS

Lin PY, Cheng YW, Chu CY, Chien KL, Lin CP, Tu YK. Department of Dentistry, School of Dentistry, National Taiwan University and National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.

ABSTRACT
AIM: Dentin hypersensitivity, caused by the exposure and patency of dentinal tubules, can affect patients’ quality of life. The aim of this study was to undertake a systematic review and a network meta-analysis, comparing the effectiveness in resolving dentin hypersensitivity among different in-office desensitizing treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A literature search was performed with electronic databases and by hand until December 2011. The included trials were divided into six treatment groups as placebo, physical occlusion, chemical occlusion, nerve desensitization, laser therapy and combined treatments. The treatment effects between groups were estimated with standardized mean differences by using a Bayesian network meta-analysis.
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RESULTS: Forty studies were included. The standardized mean difference between placebo and physical occlusion was -2.57 (95% credible interval (CI): -4.24 to -0.94); placebo versus chemical occlusion was -2.33 (95% CI: -3.65 to -1.04); placebo versus nerve desensitization was -1.72 (95% CI: -4.00 to 0.52); placebo versus laser therapy was -2.81 (95% CI: -4.41 to -1.24); placebo versus combined treatment was -3.47 (95% CI: -5.99 to -0.96). The comparisons of the five active treatments showed no significant differences.

CONCLUSIONS: The results from network meta-analysis showed that most active treatment options had significantly better treatment outcome than placebo.

INHIBITION OF HSV-1 REPLICATION BY LASER DIODE-IRRADIATION: POSSIBLE MECHANISM OF ACTION

Donnarumma G, De Gregorio V, Fusco A, Farina E, Baroni A, Esposito V, Contaldo M, Petruzzi M, Pannone G, Serpico R. Source: Department of Experimental Medicine, Microbiology and Clinical Microbiology Section, Second University of Naples, Italy. giovanna.donnarumma@unima2.it

ABSTRACT
Herpes labialis are the most frequent clinical manifestations of HSV-1 infection. Epithelial cells are able to respond to HSV-1 presence inducing the expression of IL-6, IL-1, TNF-α and IL-8. These proinflammatory cytokines have a function in the acute phase response mediation, chemotaxis, inflammatory cell activation and antigen-presenting cells. In the human epithelial cell models, it has been demonstrated that, after an early induction of proinflammatory host response, HSV-1 down-modulates the proinflammatory cytokine production through the accumulation of two viral proteins, ICP4 and ICP27, whose transcription is induced by tegument protein VP16. These viral proteins, through the decreasing of stabilizing the mRNAs of proinflammatory genes, delay cytokine production to an extent that allows the virus to replicate. Moreover, viral transactivating proteins, ICP-0 and VP-16 induce IL-10 expression. The conventional treatment of herpes labialis involves the topical and systemic use of antiviral drugs but it is necessary to find new therapies that can act in a selective and non-cytotoxic manner in viral infection. Laser diode therapy has been considered as a non-invasive alternative treatment to the conventional treatment of herpes labialis in pain therapy, in modulation of inflammation and in wound healing. This study aims to report a possible mechanism of action of laser diode irradiation in prevention and reduction of severity of labial manifestations of herpes labialis virus. We investigated, in an in vitro model of epithelial cells HaCat, the laser-effect on HSV-1 replication and we evaluated the modulation of expression of certain proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6), antimicrobial peptide HBD2, chemokine IL-8 and the immunosuppressive cytokine, IL-10. Our results lead us to hypothesize that LD-irradiation acts in the final stage of HSV-1 replication by limiting viral spread from cell to cell and that laser therapy acts also on the host immune response unblocking the suppression of proinflammatory mediators induced by accumulation of progeny virus in infected epithelial cells.
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Efficacy of Low-Intensity Laser Therapy in Reducing Treatment Time and Orthodontic Pain: A Clinical Investigation
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: The long duration of orthodontic treatment is a major concern for patients. A noninvasive method of accelerating tooth movement in a physiologic manner is needed. The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of low-intensity laser therapy in reducing orthodontic treatment duration and pain.

METHODS: Twenty patients requiring extraction of first premolars were selected for this study. We used a randomly assigned incomplete block split-mouth design. Individual canine retraction by a nickel-titanium closed-coil spring was studied. The experimental side received infrared radiation from a semiconductor (aluminium gallium arsenide) diode laser with a wavelength of 810 nm. The laser regimen was applied on days 0, 3, 7, and 14 in the first month, and thereafter on every 15th day until complete canine retraction was achieved on the experimental side. Tooth movement was measured on progress models. Each patient’s pain response was ranked according to a visual analog scale.

RESULTS: An average increase of 30% in the rate of tooth movement was observed with the low-intensity laser therapy. Pain scores on the experimental sides were significantly lower compared with the control sides.

CONCLUSIONS: Low-intensity laser therapy is a good option to reduce treatment duration and pain.

Copyright © 2012 American Association of Orthodontists. Published by Mosby, Inc.

Comparing the 810nm Diode Laser with Conventional Surgery in Orthodontic Soft Tissue Procedures
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SUMMARY

AIM: To compare the use of the 810nm diode laser with conventional surgery in the management of soft tissue mucogingival problems associated with orthodontic treatment.

METHODS: Orthodontic patients requiring different soft tissue surgical procedures were randomly assigned to receive conventional surgery or soft tissue diode laser, (wavelength 810 nm).

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: Parameters documented include the type of anaesthesia used, intra and post operative pain, bleeding, the use of scalpel and sutures. The chi-squared test was used to test for significance at 95% confidence level. Probability values (p-values) less than 0.05 were regarded as significant.

RESULTS: Only 2(16.7%) of the procedures carried out with the soft tissue laser required infiltration anaesthesia compared to 10 (90.9%) with conventional surgery and this was significant (P<0.001). Post operative pain was significantly reduced in all cases treated with the diode laser (P<0.001). There was also a significant difference (P<0.05) in post operative bleeding in all cases treated with the diode laser. No sutures were used in all soft tissue cases managed with the diode laser and this was significant (P<0.001). There was no statistically significant difference in treatment time in the use of the laser compared with conventional surgery.
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CONCLUSION: Orthodontic patients treated with the diode laser required less infiltration anaesthesia, had reduced bleeding during and after surgery, rapid postoperative haemostasis, elimination of the need for sutures and an improved postoperative comfort and healing.

EVALUATION OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF TEMPOROMANDIBULAR DISORDERS


ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) in the treatment of myogenic originated temporomandibular disorders (TMD).

BACKGROUND DATA: Limited studies have demonstrated that LLLT may have a therapeutic effect on the treatment of TMD.

METHODS: Thirty-nine patients with myogenic TMD-associated orofacial pain, limited mandibular movements, chewing difficulties, and tender points were included in this study. Twenty-four of them were treated with LLLT for 10 sessions per day excluding weekends as test group, and 15 patients with the same protocol received placebo laser treatment as a control group. These parameters were assessed just before, just after, and 1 month after the treatment.

RESULTS: Maximal mouth-opening improvement, and reductions in pain and chewing difficulty were statistically significant in the test group when compared with the control group. Statistically significant improvements were also detected between two groups regarding reduction in the number of tender points.

CONCLUSION: Based on the results of this placebo-controlled report, LLLT is an appropriate treatment for TMD and should be considered as an alternative to other methods.

TREATMENT OF PERSISTENT INDIOPATHIC FACIAL PAIN (PIFP) WITH A LOW-LEVEL ENERGY DIODE LASER

Yang HW1, Huang YF. Author information: 1Oral Medicine Center, Chung Shan Medical University Hospital, 110 Jiang-Guo N. Road, Section 1, Taichung City, Taiwan.

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this study was to test the therapeutic efficacy of low-level energy diode laser on persistent idiopathic facial pain (PIFP).

BACKGROUND DATA: PIFP has presented a diagnosis and management challenge to clinicians. Many patients were misdiagnosed, which resulted in unnecessary dental procedures. Low-level energy diode laser therapy has been applied to different chronic and acute pain disorders, including neck, back, and myofacial pain; degenerative osteoarthritis; and headache, and it may be an effective alternative treatment for PIFP.
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METHODS: A total of 16 patients, who were diagnosed with PIFP, were treated with an 800-nm wavelength diode laser. A straight handpiece having an end size of 0.8 cm in diameter, or an angled handpiece with an end size of 0.5 cm in diameter was used. When laser was applied, the handpiece directly contacted the involved symptomatic region with an energy density of 105 J/cm(2). Overall pain and discomfort was analyzed with a 10-cm visual analogue scale (VAS) before and after treatment.

RESULTS: All patients received diode laser therapy between 1 and 10 times. The average pain score was 7.4 before the treatment (ranging from 2.9 to 9.8), and 4.1 after the treatment. An average pain reduction of 43.87% (ranging from 9.3% to 91.8%) was achieved. The pain remained unchanged at a lower level for up to 12 months.

CONCLUSIONS: Low-level energy diode laser may be an effective treatment for PIFP.

Support Care Cancer (2011) 19:1069–1077. DOI 10.1007/s00520-011-1202-0. Received: 26 August 2010 / Accepted: 30 May 2011 / Published online: 10 June 2011. © Springer-Verlag 2011
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE: The purpose of this study is to review the effects of low-level laser therapy (LLLT) in the prevention and treatment of cancer therapy-induced oral mucositis (OM).

METHODS: A systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized placebo-controlled trials of LLLT performed during chemotherapy or radiation therapy in head and neck cancer patients.

RESULTS: We found 11 randomized placebo-controlled trials with a total of 415 patients; methodological quality was acceptable at 4.10 (SD±0.74) on the 5-point Jadad scale. The relative risk (RR) for developing OM was significantly (p=0.02) reduced after LLLT compared with placebo LLLT (RR= 2.03 (95% CI, 1.11 to 3.69)). This preventive effect of LLLT improved to RR=2.72 (95% CI, 1.98 to 3.74) when only trials with adequate doses above 1 J were included. For treatment of OM ulcers, the number of days with OM grade 2 or worse was significantly reduced after LLLT to 4.38 (95% CI, 3.35 to 5.40) days less than placebo LLLT. Oral mucositis severity was also reduced after LLLT with a standardised mean difference of 1.33 (95% CI, 0.68 to 1.98) over placebo LLLT. All studies registered possible side-effects, but they were not significantly different from placebo LLLT.

CONCLUSIONS: There is consistent evidence from small highquality studies that red and infrared LLLT can partly prevent development of cancer therapy-induced OM. LLLT also significantly reduced pain, severity and duration of symptoms in patients with cancer therapy-induced OM.
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EVALUATION OF OROFACIAL FUNCTION IN TEMPOROMANDIBULAR DISORDER PATIENTS AFTER LOW-LASER THERAPY
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the effect of low-level laser therapy on occlusal contact area, occlusal pressure and bite force in temporomandibular disorder patients.

PATIENTS AND METHOD: Twenty patients (14 women, six men, mean age 33.1 ± 3.8 years) diagnosed with myofascial pain according to the Research Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorder (RDC/TMD) participated in the study. Twenty healthy individuals, matched in age and gender, served as a control group. Low-level laser was applied to the mastication muscles three times per week, for a total of 10 sessions. The mandibular mobility range was evaluated. The maximum bite force, occlusal contact area and occlusal pressure were measured bilaterally before and after treatment. All variables were analyzed descriptively. Changes in the masticatory muscle tenderness, mandibular movements, maximum bite force, occlusal contact area and occlusal pressure were compared by paired-sample Student’s t-tests.

RESULTS: There was a significant increase in the pressure pain threshold of the examined muscles. Mandibular movements were significantly improved in all patients. There was also a significant decrease in pain by palpation after laser exposure. However, no significant change was found in the maximum bite force, occlusal contact area or occlusal pressure after the treatment and also the values after the treatment were still significantly lower than those of the healthy individuals.

CONCLUSION: This particular type of LLLT is effective at relieving pain but does not provide physical improvement.

USE OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF PERSISTENT IDIOPATHIC OROFACIAL PAIN AND TRAUMATIC TRIGEMINAL NEUROPATHY—A PILOT STUDY

Vanja Vucicevic Boras1, Ivica Richter2, Natasa Zorat3, Danica Vidovic Juras1, Vlaho Brailo1 and Ana Andabak Rogulj1* *Correspondence: anaandabak@gmail.com 1Department of Oral Medicine, School of Dentistry, Gunduliceva 5 and Clinical Hospital Center Zagreb, Croatia. 2Dental Unit Fužine, Fužine, Croatia. 3Department of Oral Medicine, School of Dentistry, Gunduliceva 5, Croatia.

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Nerve recovery in the orofacial region is not completely satisfactory. Nowadays, low level laser therapy (LLLT) has been recognized and accepted as a possible therapeutic option in various states of nerve damage throughout the body. LLLT is noninvasive and there are only few contraindications for its use. Therefore, the effect of LLLT on patients with idiopathic orofacial pain and traumatic trigeminal neuropathy was assessed.

METHODS: Twenty one patient was enrolled in this pilot study, there were 10 patients with persistent idiopathic facial pain (PIFP) and 11 patients with traumatic trigeminal neuropathy (TTN). Each patient was treated once daily in 10 sessions using a GaAlAs laser (830 nm, 3 W, 50 ms, 50 Hz which is equivalent to an energy density of 1.5 J/cm2). The outcome of LLLT was evaluated by means of a patient survey on the relief of symptoms (0=no...
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improvement, 1=partial improvement, 2=complete improvement). Statistical analysis was performed by use of descriptive statistics and when needed by use of chi-square test. Values lower than 0.05 were considered as significant.

RESULTS: Complete improvement of symptoms was seen in 70% of the patients with PIFP and in 36.4% of patients with TTN. LLLT showed no improvement in 10% with PIFP and 45.4% of patients with TTN.

CONCLUSION: It might be concluded that LLLT is beneficial in patients with persistent idiopathic orofacial pain and traumatic trigeminal neuropathy.


EFFICACY OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY IN TREATMENT OF RECURRENT APHTHOUS ULCERS – A SHAM CONTROLLED, SPLIT MOUTH FOLLOW UP STUDY

Hersheal Aggarwal1, Mohit Pal Singh2, Prashant Nahar3, Hemant Mathur4, Sowmya GV5 1Private Practitioner, Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pacific Dental College and Hospital, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.; 2Professor and HOD, Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pacific Dental College and Hospital, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.; 3Professor, Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pacific Dental College and Hospital, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.; 4Senior Lecturer, Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Pacific Dental College and Hospital, Udaipur, Rajasthan, India.; 5Senior Lecturer, Department of Oral Medicine and Radiology, Institute of Dental Sciences, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh, India.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Aphthous ulcers, commonly referred to as canker sores, are the most common ulcerative lesions of the oral mucosa. These are usually painful and are associated with redness, and occasional bleeding from the affected area(s). The aims of treatment are to reduce pain and healing time.

AIMS: To assess clinically the efficacy of Low-level laser therapy (LLLT) on recurrent aphthous ulcers for reduction of pain, lesion size, and healing time and to compare the results with those of a sham control group.

SETTINGS AND DESIGN: A total of 30 patients who presented with two separate aphthous ulcers were included in the study. Each lesion was randomly allotted to either the active treatment group or the sham control group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Lesions which were included in the active group were treated with LLLT in a single sitting, which was divided into four sessions. Lesions in the sham control group were subjected to similar treatment without activating the LASER unit. Each patient was evaluated for pain, lesion size, and complete healing at the following intervals; immediately post LLLT and one day, two days, and three days follow up.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: The Student’s t-test was used for statistical evaluation of the data.

RESULTS: Complete resolution of the ulcers in the active group was 3.05 ± 1.10 days as compared to 8.90 ± 2.45 days in the sham control group. Immediately, post the LLLT application, complete pain relief was observed in 28 of the 30 patients of the active group.

CONCLUSION: LLLT was effective in relieving pain and reducing the healing time during the treatment of aphthous ulcers.
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EFFECTS OF SUPERPULSED LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY ON TEMPOROMONDI-BULAR JOINT PAIN

Marini I1, Gatto MR, Bonetti GA. Author information: 1Department of Orthodontics and Gnathology, Alma Mater Studiorum University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy.

ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVES: A randomized double-blind study was conducted to compare the efficacy of superpulsed low-level laser therapy (SLLLT) with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs in the treatment of pain caused by temporomandibular joint disorders.

METHODS: A total of 99 patients with temporomandibular joint disorders, secondary to disc displacement without reduction or osteoarthritis were randomly divided into 3 groups. Thirty-nine patients received SLLLT in 10 sessions over 2 weeks, 30 patients received ibuprofen 800 mg twice a day for 10 days, and 30 patients received sham laser as placebo in 10 sessions over 2 weeks. Pain intensity was measured by visual analog scale at baseline, 2, 5, 10, and 15 days of treatment. Mandibular function was evaluated by monitoring active and passive mouth openings and right and left lateral motions at baseline, 15 days, and 1 month of treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging was performed at baseline and the end of therapy.

RESULTS: Mean visual analog scale pain scores in SLLLT group was significantly lower than in nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug group and control group (P=0.0001) from fifth day up to the end of the observation period. As for active and passive mouth openings and right and left lateral motions, superiority of SLLLT was evident 1 month after treatment (interaction time treatment, P=0.0001).

DISCUSSION: Mandibular function improved in all SLLLT patients proving the effectiveness in the treatment of pain, as demonstrated by a significant improvement in clinical signs and symptoms of temporomandibular joint disc displacement without reduction and osteoarthritis at the end of treatment and stability over a period of 1 month.


BIOMECHANICAL EFFECT OF ONE SESSION OF LOW-LEVEL LASER ON THE BONE-TITANIUM IMPLANT INTERFACE

Boldrini C1, de Almeida JM, Fernandes LA, Ribeiro FS, Garcia VG, Theodoro LH, Pontes AE | Educational Foundation of Barretos, UNIFEB, Rua Prof. Roberto Frade Monte 389, Bairro Aeroporto, 14783-226, Barretos, SP, Brazil |

ABSTRACT

Low-level laser (LLL) has been used on peri-implant tissues for accelerating bone formation. However, the effect of one session of LLL in the strength of bone-implant interface during early healing process remains unclear. The present study aims to evaluate the removal torque of titanium implants irradiated with LLL during surgical preparation of implant bed, in comparison to non-irradiation. Sixty-four Wistar rats were used. Half of the animals were included in LLL group, while the other half remained as control. All animals had the tibia prepared with a 2 mm drill, and a titanium implant (2.2 × 4 mm) was inserted. Animals from LLL group were irradiated with laser (gallium aluminum arsenide), with a wavelength of 808 nm, a measured power output of 50 mW, to emit radiation in collimated beams (0.4 cm(2)), for 1 min and 23 s, and an energy density of 11 J/cm(2). Two applications (22 J/cm(2)) were performed immediately after bed preparation for implant installation. Flaps were sutured, and animals from both groups were sacrificed 7, 15, 30, and 45 days after implant installation, when load necessary for remov-
ing implant from bone was evaluated by using a torquimeter. In both groups, torque values tended to increase over time; and at 30 and 45 days periods, values were statistically higher for LLL group in comparison to control (ANOVA test, p < 0.0001). Thus, it could be suggested that a single session of irradiation with LLL was beneficial to improve bone-implant interface strength, contributing to the osseointegration process.

Head Face Med. 2006; 2:3 | Published online 2006 Feb 15. doi: 10.1186/1746-160X-2-3 | PMCID: PMC1386654

**EFFICACY OF LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY ON NEUROSENSORY RECOVERY AFTER INJURY TO THE INTERIOR ALVEOLAR NERVE**
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**ABSTRACT**

**BACKGROUND:** The most severe complication after the removal of mandibular third molars is injury to the inferior alveolar nerve or the lingual nerve. These complications are rather uncommon (0.4% to 8.4%) and most of them are transient. However, some of them persist for longer than 6 months, which can leave various degrees of long-term permanent disability. While several methods such as pharmacologic therapy, microneurosurgery, autogenous and alloplastic grafting can be used for the treatment of long-standing sensory aberrations in the inferior alveolar nerve, there are few reports regarding low level laser treatment. This paper reports the effects of low level laser therapy in 4 patients with longstanding sensory nerve impairment following mandibular third molar surgery.

**METHODS:** Four female patients had complaints of paresthesia and dysesthesia of the lip, chin and gingiva, and buccal regions. Each patient had undergone mandibular third molar surgery at least 1 year before. All patients were treated with low level laser therapy. Clinical neurosensory tests (the brush stroke directional discrimination test, 2-point discrimination test, and a subjective assessment of neurosensory function using a visual analog scale) were used before and after treatment, and the responses were plotted over time.

**RESULT:** When the neurosensory assessment scores after treatment with LLL therapy were compared with the baseline values prior to treatment, there was a significant acceleration in the time course, as well as in the magnitude, of neurosensory return. The VAS analysis revealed progressive improvement over time.

**CONCLUSION:** Low level laser therapy seemed to be conducive to the reduction of long-standing sensory nerve impairment following third molar surgery. Further studies are worthwhile regarding the clinical application of this treatment modality.